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Looking Good

May Fair

The Trinity Talks Team
will do a weekly walk
about to see the
learning in the school
and to keep an eye on
the learning
environment.

The may fair is a fun event because of
all the parent helpers making it
possible!

Each week any class
with a score of 5 out of
5 will be awarded a
Looking Good
Certificate.

Don't forget all the things you bought
and the money we all raised.
Thank you to everyone who brought in
a jam jar, nearly every single jar sold!
It raised over £7000!!"

Award Winners

"I really liked the
jam jars!"

P5S and P7S

Georgina

"I really enjoyed the Mayfair
because the slide was fun."

Angus

"I really liked the atmosphere"
Miss Slaven

Trinity's Got Talent
Well done to everybody who
participated in the talent show
an extra big well done to
Sanjay, Leo,Joscalyn, the 4
stars, Allia and Pheobe,
James, Sophie, Ella, Ellis and
Mari, The Sensations, 7 years,
The Meisters of Magic and the
Spice Ladies.

Trinity Together  Sing Off
On the twenty seventh of May, each house sang a
song of their choice. Well done guys, you all sounded
great.
Royston picked "500 Miles"
Argyll picked "Stuck in Argyll with you"
Melville chose "We are Melville"

" I really liked the talent show
because of all the creative
acts."
Chloe

Scottish Opera

Craighall sang "Count on me"
After only 4 weeks of practise, the songs would all
have made it into the Talent Show. Encore!

FEVER!

"It was a roaring
performance."
Hannah

The P5 and 5/4 composite worked
hard for a long time to bring you "I liked the 'Fight to
the Death' song."
Fever. It was amazing!
Finlay

"I really enjoyed the
Scottish Opera. I wish
could do it every year."
Sofia

